
The Canadian Cybersecurity Alliance



INTRODUCTION

The following is a summary of the Canadian 
Cybersecurity Alliance.



A BRIEF HISTORY

In 2013, the Canadian Security Partners’ Forum (CSPF), along with 

dozens of security and related associations across Canada, came 

together to launch the Inter-Association Working Group on Cyber 

Security (IAWGCS) in order to develop much-needed executive training 

for CISOs and other cyber security-related professionals. 

Since having achieved that objective, many of the participating 

associations proposed that the Working Group broaden its mandate and 

continue to contribute to an increased understanding of the current state 

of cybersecurity in Canada, and the identification of future directions for 

research, education, dialogue and professionalization of the domain. 



What is the Purpose of the CCA?

The Canadian Cybersecurity Alliance seeks to enhance 
the professionalization of the Canadian cyber domain 
through effective inter-association engagement and 
knowledge-sharing (including cybersecurity, cyber 
defence, cyber intelligence, cybercrime, etc).



Canadian Cybersecurity Alliance: 
Structure

• The CCA is a voluntary, non-hierarchical, not-for profit agile network;

• The CCA is administered by a National Council, whose role includes 

maintaining the structure of the CCA, and facilitating inter-association dialogue;

• The CCA structure also includes the Associations themselves - each 

Association appoints a representative who liaises with both the National Council 

and the other participating associations taking part (the number currently 

stands at 79 not-for-profit associations);



Canadian Cybersecurity Alliance: 
National Council

The CCA National Council is as follows:

• Bonnie Butlin, National Coordinator & Chair of the CCA National Council (also 

representing the Territories (Yukon, NWT & Nunavut);

• Gary Perkins, National Council Representative (British Columbia);

• Najo Ifield, National Council Representative (Alberta);

• Karen Kabel, National Council Representative (SK & MB)

• Alain Rocan, National Council Representative (Eastern & Northern ON)

• Bobby Singh, National Council Representative (GTA & SWO)



Canadian Cybersecurity Alliance: 
National Council (cont’d)

• Terry Cutler, National Council Representative (Montreal & surrounding area);

• Michel Lambert, National Council Representative (Quebec City & Surrounding 

area);

• Jamie Rees, National Council Representative (NB, NS & PEI); and

• Eric Kedrosky, National Council Representative (NL)

A special thanks to Grant Lecky for founding the CCA and to Gilles Racine 

for serving as the Interim CCA National Chair until the CCA National Council 

could take hold.



What kinds of initiatives will the CCA be 
exploring?

Activities at this time include (but are not limited to the 
following):

• Cyber related education – exploring existing programs, identifying 
gaps, and proposing new programs or educational initiatives;

• Developing initiatives designed to increase the number of women in 
the cyber domain;

• Further explore the relationship between cyber security and 
emergency management; and/or

• Cyber security of the supply chain;



Canadian Cybersecurity Alliance: 
Participating Associations

Associations participating in the CCA will benefit in some of the following 

ways:

• No cost to participate;

• No minimal time commitment;

• Opportunity to promote their Association’s perspectives on the cyber 

domain far beyond their traditional membership;

• Potential for increased Canadian membership in said association;



Canadian Cybersecurity Alliance: 
Participating Associations (cont’d)

• Opportunities to attract new speakers for participating association events; 

(conferences, chapter meetings, seminars, etc.); and

• In liaising with such a large number of associations and gaining an 

understanding of the various perspectives – the opportunity for the 

participating association to share more information with their respective 

membership on the cyber environment and further enhance their 

existing body of knowledge.



Next Steps

• CCA website is being updated;

• National Council will be convening and then reaching 

out to the participating association representatives;

• Official launch of the CCA will occur in the Fall.



Thank You


